§ 5361	Verbs	269
The corresponding prim. Germanic forms of the pres.
indicative were : *salfcojo, *salt>osi (Goth, salbos), *sal-
bofi (Goth, salbo]?), pi. *salbojan]>i. In OE. -oj- regularly
became -i- (§ 2173) which not being original did not cause
i-umlaut in the stem-syllable. The -i- was often written -ig-»
also -ige- before guttural vowels, as sealfige, sealfigan,
sealfigean, beside sealfie, sealfian, see § 278. On the
ending -e in the first pers. sing, of the present, see § 476.
The ending -a in the imperative second pers. sing, was
from sealfas(t); a form corresponding to Goth, salbo
would have become in OE. *sealf from older "sealfcu
(§ 215). Inf. sealfian is from prim. Germanic *salfco-
janan.
The corresponding prim. Germanic forms of the pret
indicative were *salfcod:6n (Goth, salboda), *salfcodaes
(Goth, salbodes), *salfc5dae(]>) (Goth, salboda), pi. *salfco-
dun(J>). The medial -6- was regularly shortened to -u- in
prehistoric OE. (§ 218) and then later became -o-, -a-, the
former of which is usual in WS. and the latter in Anglian
and Ken. On -e- beside -o-, -a-, see § 222. And similarly
in the past participle WS. -od, Anglian and Ken. -ad,
prim. Germanic -od&z.
§ 536. Like sealfian are conjugated a large number of
verbs, as acealdian, to become cold] arian, to honour \
ascian, to ask; aswefecian, to eradicate ; bedecian, to beg;
behofian, to have need of] bodian, to announce; ceapian,
to buy ] ceorian, to complain; costian, to try, prove; cun-
nian, to try, test] dysigian, to be foolish] dwolian, to err\
eahtian, to esteem, consider] eardian, to dwell, infiabit;
earnian, to earn; endian, to end] fsegfejnian, to rejoice;
faestnian, to fasten ; fandian, to try, search out; folgian, to
follow ] fulHan, to fulfil] fandian, to strive after; gearcian,
to prepare] gearwian (§ 533), to pr€pare] gedafenian, to
beseem; gemldlian, to bridle, restrain ; gemyndgian, to /y-
member] geomrian, to be sad, lament] gestrangian, to

